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I continue to eat humble pie for underestimating the fortitude of the world’s central banks in 
their preparedness to meet the inflation monster head on. Last week the US Federal Reserve 
signalled that it is likely to both increase the size of its interest rate hikes and raise borrowing 
costs to higher levels than previously projected if evidence continues to point to a robust 
economy and persistently high inflation. 
 
It is a significant signal which will dramatically change investment strategies throughout the world and, for a 
generation unused to high money borrowing costs, stresses which will impact the banking system and, 
conceivably, topple governments which have thrived on cheap money. 
 
And, almost with the flourish of a drum roll, Silicon Valley’s major funder collapsed last week sending 
ripples of fear throughout the investment community. Silicon Valley Bank provided banking services to 
nearly half of America’s venture capital-backed technology and life-science companies, according to its 
website, and to over 2,500 venture capital firms. Its swift collapse has sent shock waves through the tech 
industry, Wall Street and Washington.  
 
Flush with cash from start-ups, Silicon Valley Bank did what most of its rivals do: It kept a small chunk of its 
deposits in cash, and it used the rest to buy long-term debt like Treasury bonds. Those investments 
promised steady, modest returns when interest rates remained low. But they were, it turned out, short-
sighted. The bank hadn’t considered what was happening in the broader economy, which was overheated 
after more than a year of pandemic stimulus. When interest rates rise, bonds lose value....big time! 
 
As Fed chair Jerome Powell told a Senate panel last week, “The latest economic data has come in stronger 
than expected, which suggests that the ultimate level of interest rates is likely to be higher than previously 
anticipated. If the totality of the data were to indicate that faster tightening is warranted, we would be 
prepared to increase the pace of rate hikes.” 
 
Powell’s comments reflect a sharp change in the economic outlook since the Fed’s most recent policy 
meeting in early February. At that meeting, the central bank raised its key rate by just a quarter-point, 
downshifting after a half-point rise in December and four three-quarter-point hikes before that. 
 
Until recently, widespread thinking has been that rising commodity prices were a reflection of the Covid 
constraints upon the world’s supply chains and, more recently, the impact of the war in the Ukraine. 
Everyone has studiously avoided the elephant in the room; the massive global increase in money supply 
which central banks used to ward off a Covid-induced recession. Now, ironically, as US Senator Elizabeth 
Warren noted during the panel hearings, Fed officials have projected that the unemployment rate will reach 
4.6% by the end of this year, from 3.4% now. 
 
Historically, when the jobless rate has risen by at least 1 percentage point, a recession has followed. “If you 
could speak directly to the 2-million hardworking people who have decent jobs today, who you’re planning 
to get fired over the next year, what would you say to them?” Warren asked.  
 
How, however, can anyone ignore the reality of every occasion in the past when the US Federal Reserve 
printed money and was forced in the aftermath to raise interest rates...and induce a recession...in order to 
tame the resultant inflation. The following graph provides a graphic picture of just that over the past          
30 years: 
 

https://apnews.com/article/inflation-business-jerome-powell-government-and-politics-81b03a1a55ae8a934e2df45120912133


 
Elizabeth Warren could just as well have been talking to South Africa’s hopeless army of poorly-educated, 
under-qualified masses who enthusiastically bought into the ANC’s socialist dream of a better life for all and 
are only now beginning to understand what millions in Eastern Europe, still living in the drab grey 
tenements of the Soviet era, have long completely understood......that the massive financial misallocation of 
central command economics can NEVER equal the almost parsimonious approach to capital allocation 
which the average business manager is forced into within the capitalist system where every penny must be 
made to account for itself because failure to make the most of the money allocated to such managers 
means that his competitors will eat his lunch and he will soon be out of a job.  
 
In stark contrast, government managers with comparatively vast budgets at their disposal, know that year 
after year they can return to government for ever-increasing handouts, safe in the knowledge that 
democracy is on their side. The profit motive is to them almost a swear word because it seemingly tramples 
upon the need of the people which, to the socialist, is obviously paramount. 
 
Here, as Winston Churchill famously observed, “If the socialists inherited the Sahara Desert, everything 
would be quiet for a time...until there was no sand left.” Unfortunately, life and best business practice has 
taught us that reality as, another historic figure, Mr Micawber, observed to David Copperfield, “Take care of 
the pennies and the pounds will take care of themselves.” 
 
And so the world is now at a financial crossroads. More so South Africa where a series of body blows such 
as Grey-Listing and a further credit down-grade means that we will have to pay even more than before to 
meet our national borrowing costs. But, as the public servants wage strike makes clear, a majority of our 
workers simply do not understand that the tax-payer cannot be squeezed to produce more cash and the 
world is reluctant to lend us more because we are already grossly over-borrowed. Furthermore, siding with 
Russia in the Ukraine conflict and conducting naval exercises with Russia and China at a time when both 
are being sanctioned by the West, will not endear us to the folk who subsidise our AIDS vaccines and, 
through AGOA, offer us the competitive edge of duty-free imports into the US of items like wine and fresh 
fruit. 
 
We, in simple terms, cannot any longer afford the ANC and its incomprehensible market unfriendly and 
diplomatically disastrous attitudes because Oligarchs contribute to ANC funding. But we have to live 
through the next year or so...and in the aftermath of the 2024 elections the consequence of unstable 
coalitions which, at a municipal level are already giving us all grey hairs. 
 
So it is the unknown which most troubles investors – who will take over from the ANC – and this is why the 
JSE All Share Index has been in free-fall since late January and, as the following ShareFinder projection 
suggests, the investment trend is likely to be downwards until mid-October at least: 
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More importantly, as I have repeatedly stressed lately, Blue Chips are the resort of the wise investor. But 
even in respect of these quality shares, the short-term aspect is for further declines until, if ShareFinder’s 
projection is correct, the end of April when, at best a sideways to modestly-gaining index outlook might be 
anticipated: 
 

 
Until now, the best of the best, as represented by SA ultra-blue chips as included in the Prospects Portfolio 
have nevertheless been upward. But sadly no more. Readers should brace themselves for portfolio losses 
from now until mid-July at the earliest as we navigate an increasingly toxic local economy: 
 

 



 
I have personally, as I have frequently written over the past year, watched this rapid deterioration at the 
hands of a hopeless government but, until now, pinned my hopes on the ultra-Blue Chips. Now, while 
prudence suggests that a short-term move into cash might help investors ride out the coming storm, Capital 
Gains taxation means that long-term share price gains of as much as 850 percent in holdings like Capitec, 
which form a significant part of the Prospects Portfolio, render such short-term action impractical. 
 
Alternatively, I have in recent months detailed how readers might swap such shares in their portfolio for unit 
trusts with brokers like Investec who are ready to come to the rescue. But in the long-term, I can see no 
alternative but to sit out this phase with the best grace one can muster. 
 
I have, however, been taking a look at preference shares like Barloworld6% which is currently standing at a 
dividend yield of 13.8 percent. Prefs are an area of investment towards which few are willing to go because 
they are not well understood. What you need to know, however, is that they behave like sovereign bonds. 
In other words, provided you are satisfied with the quality of the company which has issued the prefs, you 
should treat them in the same way as a bond: you should only buy them when global interest rates are 
peaking. 
 

 
 
 
In the graph above I have traced ShareFinder’s projection of the Barlow Pref (upper graph) and Barlow 
shares which have been gaining ground since the beginning of this year and are projected to peak in price 
later this month. The prefs are, however, projected to peak in late May which seems to accord with 
perceptions around the trend of US Federal Reserve rates and the global interest rate trend. However, as 
the following graph suggests, US 30-year sovereigns might already have peaked at 4.02 percent and, if 
that is the case, a switch into gilts and prefs might not be a bad idea at this stage. 
 

 
 

 



The SA Prospects Portfolio: 

Last month I recorded that, with the exception of 
Discovery, I had managed to dispose of everything 
on my local discard list. I said I would sell Discovery 
if I could do better than R145 and so I was very 
happy to take R151.60 on February 28. That left 
the shares we received from the break-up of PSG 
Holdings, of which I said I would be happy to 
dispose of Curro at anything over R11. However it 
peaked at R9.19 and, turns out I was greedy 
because the shares have since been in free fall as 
the graph projection on the right suggests. In the 
circumstances I have sharpened my pencil and will 
take anything better than R7.80. 

Similarly I pencilled in a potential sale of Stadio at 
anything above R4.60 and so was happy to take R5 
on February 20. 

With the proceeds I suggested that we might buy 
Anglo American Plc which was then standing at a 
mouth-watering dividend yield of 6.07 percent and 
I said I was happy to pay R640 a share. I was thus 
more than happy to get them at R631.15 on     
March 8.  

I also targeted BATS at R615 but for these I am 
still waiting. The graph on the right, furthermore, 
suggests I might have to wait until mid July before I 
can get my price. But I am, in the circumstances, 
happy to wait. 

Thus, we are again sitting with cash in the SA 
Prospects Portfolio but, considering the situation I 
have detailed in the foregoing, A bit of cash looks 
good right now. 

 

Accordingly, the portfolio now looks like this: 

 



London Blue Chip Portfolio 
 
With funds now nearly fully invested, I am still hoping to make one final investment into Howden Joinery 
which has begun its anticipated price descent. However, my target of £5 now appears rather optimistic if 
you coinsider the projection graph below and so I have moved that to £6.80 
 

 
Currently the portfolio looks like this:  

 
 



NYSE Prospects Portfolio  

  

We are all but fully invested here and, though the short-term outlook is for modest losses, it is now time to 
sit back and watch this portfolio grow. This is its current position: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Australian Blue Chip Portfolio 

 
Though I am still chasing Fortesque Metals which I 
had originally hoped to get at $16, the graph on 
the right suggests that further patience might be 
required and that a price of $20 might be more 
realistic if I am to round off this portfolio….but I 
might have to wait until the middle of the year: 
 
 
This is how the portfolio looks now: 
                                      

------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 

On the following pages we publish lists of the world’s top-performing shares which, we submit, should form 
the bulk of your investment portfolios in their respective countries or as suggested replacements for any in 
your portfolios that are achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates 
which head the lists. The shares listed in the first block of each list have been selected because of their 
investment grade quality, their very high dividend growth rates and superior investment safety.  
  
The second block of ten offers significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree 
of investment risk. The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of their investment 
grade quality and their very high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety. Finally, shares 
in the fourth block have been selected because they generally offer significantly higher price growth rates 
but at the price of a greater degree of investment risk: 



South Africa: JSE 
 

 
 
 

 



New York Stock Exchange: NYSE 

 



London Stock Exchange: LSE   

 

 



Australian Stock Exchange 

 
 

 


